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INBOUND MARKETING FOR B2B

Tactics you can learn over lunch
Welcome to the Quick Guide to Inbound Marketing for B2B —
a resource from MarketingSherpa featuring bite-sized tips for
busy marketers.
In this report, we provide tips for communicating with your
audience in a way that keeps them engaged — and makes them
want to stick around (and, ideally, do business with you).
In the past, B2B marketers often played it safe when it came to
inbound marketing. They would stick with the basics, making do
with maybe a simple blog or a few whitepapers. B2B marketers
sometimes viewed more sophisticated inbound marketing tactics
to be overly challenging or not promising sufficient payoff to be
considered a high priority. But as more and more B2B teams
embrace social media and content marketing and incorporate
those elements into their processes, they are starting to see the
significant value of an expanded inbound strategy, particularly
when these elements are used as important components of a
customer-first marketing philosophy.
Of course, for B2B marketers, there are often sensitivities
about maintaining brand voice and not straying too far from
what is comfortable for clients. Fortunately, there are plenty of
opportunities for B2B marketers to integrate inbound elements
in a way that is creative and innovative yet still aligns with their
brand’s messaging style and tone.
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In this guide, we’ll show you:

• Why making your clients the “star” of your
campaign is a smart move
• How to balance curated and original content
• Ways to make the most of the in-house
resources you already have
• Ideas for borrowing inbound tactics from your
B2C counterparts
We know you’re busy, so let’s dig in. We’re eager to share these
tips on how you can use inbound marketing to meet and
exceed your business goals.

Daniel Burstein
Senior Director of Editorial Content
MarketingSherpa
editor@marketingsherpa.com
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TACTIC #1

Find a fun way to get your
customers talking
User-generated content can be a treasure trove for marketers
— but getting this content isn’t always easy. Customers may
love your brand and rave about it quietly, but they might tend
to freeze up when put on the spot and asked for a testimonial.
A fun campaign with a spirit of competition can give them a
nudge and help them overcome their shyness.

“Most Interesting
Project Challenge”

In the MarketingSherpa blog post “How HCSS used an
interactive contest to increase web traffic 800%,” Dan Briscoe,
Vice President of Marketing, HCSS, described how his team used
that strategy to pull off a customer-focused campaign that was
both successful and fun for customer participants.
With more than 4,000 construction companies and 45,000 endusers on HCSS software, the company had access to many great
customer stories. It just needed a great way to tap into that
resource. “We have great customers who are doing great projects,
really amazing projects, and our software is really helping them,
but it’s like pulling teeth to try to get them to talk about them,”
said Briscoe. “They’re busy. You put them in front of lights and a
camera, and they clam up. They don’t mind telling it to you oneon-one, but then to get a bunch of them to send it in is difficult.”
In a winter brainstorming session, the team came up with the
idea for a March Madness-style competition, which would spur
customers to submit those projects to HCSS. The team put the
“Most Interesting Project Challenge” together over the holidays.
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Customers submitted their projects over a period of about
a month, and then the team launched at March Madness. In
that time, they had to build a whole website and the content
alongside it.

Originally, the idea was, “simply put, to get over ourselves,” said
Dan Briscoe, Vice President of Marketing, HCSS. “To quit the
sales and marketing obsession to focus only on our company,
to talk only about ourselves.”

“It was extremely successful. We had 120 projects submitted. Our
customers loved it,” Briscoe said, adding that customers loved the
promotion so much that as soon as it ended, they were already
eager to submit more entries for the following year’s competition.

Once Briscoe and his team learned to make the customers the
true hero of their stories, “it transformed our world,” he said. “It
took several iterations and a constant struggle against talking
about how much our customers love our software before we
finally broke free. But once we did, we flew.”

TACTIC #2

Turn the spotlight on your
passionate users/fans
HCSS was chosen as the MarketingSherpa Awards Bestin-Show 2017 winner thanks to its customer-as-the-hero
campaign that drove a 53.6% increase in annualized revenue
in the first eight months.
As described above, the previous year HCSS had executed
a campaign called the “Most Interesting Project Challenge,”
which showcased current customers in a March Madness-style
competition. The following year, they decided to grow the
audience a lot wider — to the entire construction industry.
They created “I Build America,” a content-driven community
that the company describes as “a movement dedicated to
showcasing the importance of construction in everyday life.”
In this customer-first marketing approach, the construction
software company put the needs of its customers before its
immediate desire to sell a product.
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The shift from focusing on sales to spotlighting the customer
has proven to be a smart — and rewarding — move for HCSS,
ushering in a string of successive record-breaking quarters.
The campaign goal was to help construction improve its image
and attract the next generation of workers by sharing the
human side of the industry. The company’s CEO, Mike Rydin,
wanted to come up with a way to give back to the industry he
loves so much.
In the MarketingSherpa case study “Make Your Customer
the Hero: How HCSS saw a 54% increase in annualized
revenue without mentioning the product,” Briscoe noted the
importance of being able to move quickly and pivot your focus
in whatever direction your customers steer you. After realizing
many of their customers faced a challenge in promoting
the construction industry as a rewarding career path and
attracting new talent, Briscoe’s team saw an opportunity to
help customers with that pain point while also using that as
the core of an innovative campaign.
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Once they came up with the vision, things moved quickly. “The
next morning, we bought the URL [www.ibuildamerica.com], and
we were off and running. We didn’t really ask a lot of people if
we could do it. We just took a chance and got started,” he said.

“I Build America” Video
Submission Form

Briscoe and his 22-person team put together the “I Build
America” campaign with the tagline “Pride. Respect.
Construction.” The movement has had several website
iterations, construction project awards, an ambassador
program, meaningful social media and content production
and giveaways.
One key to the success of the “I Build America” project was
drawing upon one of the greatest assets available to the team
— the people passionate about the construction industry who
liked to post about the topic on social media frequently.
Through contest entries, Briscoe and his team find stories where
they can feature interesting people or projects in construction
through video. They also work through relationships with
associations in the construction industry. “We’ve talked about
‘I Build America’ at the [Associations of General Contractors]
event, their national meeting,” he said.
There is also a form on the website where companies,
individuals and supporters can add themselves to a directory as
well as submit projects to be featured on the “I Build America”
website to be considered for video development.
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TACTIC #3

Embrace what makes users
a quirky community
During an interview at MarketingSherpa Summit 2016, Baxter
Denney, VP of Growth Marketing at New Relic, shared details
about the company’s recent successful campaign. The New
Relic team developed a “Data Nerd” campaign to reach out to
their core audience, made up mainly of developers. Customers
were invited to share their own stories of what being a data
nerd meant to them. This gave New Relic access to a wealth
of creative user-provided content while also allowing their
customers to feel included in this movement in a personal way.

New Relic mini billboard from
the “Data Nerd” campaign

The company gathered many of these stories at one of its
annual conferences but then extended the promotion by
incorporating the content into a physical product — mini
billboards that they created and shared with customers who
participated in the project.
Denney noted that B2B companies have taken a page out of
the B2C playbook in realizing the value of the strong affinity
customers may have for a specific product — and tapping into
that connection in a strategic way.
“Consumers have found that they’ve interacted with brands in a
way that’s personal and meaningful, and that’s translated in the
B2B space as well, where people who use a certain technology
associate with that brand. So in our B2B world, we want people
to associate with our brand — to feel like they’re data nerds and
that we’re helping them do their jobs.
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It’s really important to connect on that personal level, because
no matter how big the companies that you’re selling to may be,
they’re still people. And any time you can find a way to engage
that’s a little unexpected and fun, that makes a huge difference.”

SAP, a multinational business operations and customer
relations software corporation, has marketing teams that are
focused on content development, demand generation, social
media, paid media and events, among others.

In the MarketingSherpa case study “Inbound Marketing: 14%
event attendee participation from New Relic’s social media
campaign,” Denney explained how the company took what
began as a photo booth setup at an event and extended it to
an ongoing campaign. Social media was a critical element, as
word-of-mouth attention helped generate excitement about the
promotion with participants encouraging friends to take part.

In the MarketingSherpa case study “Inbound Marketing: How SAP
drove 9 million impressions with targeted content campaign,”
the SAP team shared insight as to how they pulled off an ambitious
and wide-ranging campaign that generated phenomenal results.

“What we demonstrated, and what I think people could
takeaway, is that there are always these extensions from
your campaign that you can look for, these tendrils and these
threads that you can build on and construct off of. That’s what’s
really cool,” Denney said.

TACTIC #4

Consider how individual
customer groups digest
information
SAP won the Readers’ Choice award in the 2017 MarketingSherpa
Awards thanks to its skills in meshing topic relevance for
customers with consideration over how customers would best
absorb the content.
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In this campaign, SAP came up with 19 industries that hit across
the spectrum. The challenge was to develop industry-specific
content to fill a full campaign reaching out to these groups while
also figuring out how to rise above the noise in the marketplace
to reach these personas with valuable content.
“We did this by speaking in the language of our customers
and prospects,” said Ginger Shimp, Marketing Director,
SAP North America, about the campaign that had a “digital
transformation” theme. “How do we fit in to that mix, and what
help can we offer? That’s where the industry specificity really
came into play. Digital transformation hits each industry in a
unique fashion.”
The team began with the critical content development phase,
creating a comprehensive package of industry-specific content
that included whitepapers, videos, infographics, blogs, surveys,
presentations, email promotions and more by creating unique
digital hubs. While the content was customized for each industry,
it still adhered to an overall campaign-wide style and feel.
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Not only did the team produce this content, but they built it out

Healthcare content
offerings

to appeal to different preferences for digesting information.
According to Shimp, this campaign covered “email, tweets,
blogs, LinkedIn status updates, posts on the SAP Community
Network, radio, virtual events, in-person events, outbound
and responder follow-up [calls], account based marketing and
individual account meetings.”
Part of working with an individual customer mindset is figuring
out how they want to digest the content you’re creating, Shimp
noted. “Some people, they need something that feels live
… so we did videos. We had our experts giving talks in sort
of that TED-Talk format,” she said, explaining that they also
created video versions of whitepapers because hectic senior
executives might not take the time to sit down and digest a
20-to-30-page whitepaper.
“They can digest a four-minute video. They can forward that to
somebody else and say, ‘See what’s behind the curtain here,’
if you will. That person would be the one to download the full
whitepaper,” she said.
That would hopefully lead to some content exploration, which
would have the senior executive come across thought leadership
pieces put out on blogs, executive-level PowerPoint presentations
posted up onto SlideShare, or even attending an event.
All of the different platforms were spawned from an original
whitepaper, unique for each industry, and grew out from there.
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MARKETINGSHERPA TIP

Find underutilized sources of valuable
knowledge

One of the biggest assets for this campaign was in-house talent,
according to Shimp. “We hire phenomenal people. We really
do. They’re so knowledgeable,” she said. The only challenge
was “nailing their feet to the floor and getting them to articulate
what they know.”
Shimp and her team started to develop the content, and they
decided that the whitepaper was going to be the seminal piece
of this campaign, where “just about everything we need to know
will have been captured in the whitepaper. From there, we could
really go to town from a marketing perspective,” she said.

TACTIC #5

Use social media for a
fresh approach to content
creation
Like many brands, Optum provider marketing had fallen into
a routine when it came to marketing campaigns. The company
realized it had been relying on a formula of “one-and-done”
campaigns and needed a fresh new approach.
In the MarketingSherpa case study “B2B Marketing: How
Optum developed a distinct social identity with a thought
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leader approach to content and social media channels,” the
Optum team described how they leveraged the power of social
media — combined with thought leadership content — to
revolutionize their interactions with customers.
The “#5in5 – Industry Experts Answer Five Questions in Five
Minutes” campaign was Optum’s first large-scale, integrated
thought leadership campaign that uses social media as the
primary delivery channel.
Optum marketing strategists work with internal and external
creative teams to map their content to the persona they are
targeting, according to Leslie Cozatt, Director of Marketing,
Provider – Thought Leadership and Content Strategy, Optum.
A critical part of the campaign is listening to customers and
letting them guide the direction and focus of the content, as
opposed to giving customers what you think they want.
“This campaign was designed as a way to engage with our
target audience on relevant topics, in a timely manner, versus
us coming up with topics and just creating content and putting
it out there on what we thought people wanted to hear about,”
she said, adding, “It was really monitoring the market and trying
to engage when they wanted to engage, on the topics they
wanted to engage on, and give our point of view.”
The social aspects of the campaign steer users to gated
information such as case studies, whitepapers, infographics and
videos. The gated pages collect information and auto-enroll the
prospects in the appropriate lead nurture campaign.
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A key feature of the #5in5 campaign is its use of social media

Optum had virtually no social media identity, Cozatt said. Sites like

intelligence research that:

Twitter, LinkedIn and Facebook were used to deliver unidirectional
promotional messages, she said, whereas now, they’re used
to raise that social identity with customers by monitoring and
joining conversations on important healthcare topics.

• Determines how existing nurtured leads are using social
media
• Identifies key terms and audience interests to allow Optum
to join relevant conversations
• Uses information from target audience profiles (job titles,
etc.) to find look-alike audiences, potential leads
• Monitors competitors and Optum’s Share of Voice



MARKETINGSHERPA TIP

Cultivate social intelligence

The company pulled contact information on 9,500 prospects
from its primary analytics product lead nurture campaign
database to learn more about its target audience. They looked
for key thought-leading accounts that shared content similar
to #5in5 as well as accounts similar to their current database
contacts in hopes that Optum could develop these new
accounts into potential leads.



MARKETINGSHERPA TIP

Take time to outline a clear plan

Organization and planning helped tremendously in pulling off
this successful campaign, Cozatt noted. “Because Optum started
with a foundation of clear goals, a detailed communication plan,
digestible content, responsive templates and defined roles, this
campaign has been the most efficient and scalable integrated
thought leadership campaign launched to date in the entire
Optum organization,” she said.

TACTIC #6

Harness technology to
provide a personal touch

The team then mined Twitter and LinkedIn for information on
these accounts, uncovering key topics, conversations, shares,
hashtags, and key influencers and targets.

It’s a challenge faced by many companies: How can you provide
a memorable and exemplary customer experience even if most
of your interactions take place online or over the phone?

This marked a drastic transformation as compared to the tactics
the company had used in the recent past. Less than two years ago,

For Nextiva, a cloud-based communications company that
provides service to businesses of all sizes, the answer came in
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the form of personalized videos. In the MarketingSherpa case
study “Inbound Marketing: How a cloud-based communications
company grew to over 1,000,000 YouTube views in four years,”
the team at Nextiva explained how they tapped the power of
video to break the barrier of traditional (and often impersonal)
phone-based customer service to, instead, provide something
that felt closer to face-to-face interaction.
Max Anderson, Video Producer, Nextiva, says the company’s
video strategy consists of producing content ranging from
something as simple as a quick video response to customers
from a web camera all the way to professionally produced
videos focusing on topics like customer success stories,
Nextiva culture, how-to’s called “Pro Tips” and common
customer questions.



MARKETINGSHERPA TIP

Don’t let budget hold you back

“Nextiva is lucky enough to have the resources for a video team,
but anybody can do it,” Anderson said. In fact, opting for a lowkey, basic approach can offer some advantages, he said, noting
that when a video feels raw, it feels real, and people can tell
when something is real and when they are being sold.
Regardless of your budget, you probably already have access
to the tools you need to create these types of videos. Anderson
says he often records responses straight from a laptop or even
a cell phone.

TACTIC #7

call experience. Then, a Nextiva employee records a short,

Deliver content that builds
trust (and doesn’t look selfpromotional)

personalized video addressing the comment or question

A daily digest newsletter has been a longtime staple of the

and replies directly. If possible, when replying to a positive

communications strategy at accounting software solutions

comment, they like to get the employee referenced into the

firm AccountantsWorld. The company has been producing a

video to show the direct impact that customer made and help

newsletter since 2003, using the platform to share important,

them put a face to the name.

interesting industry news with its audience — professional

The company’s first foray into personalized videos dates back
to 2012, when they were used as an informal way to speak
to customers directly. A customer sends a message, usually
containing a question or a comment in regards to a support

accountants across the U.S. who work in public practice.
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While the basic premise of the newsletter isn’t new, the
company realized it needed to ensure the content was relevant
and delivered in the most efficient, reader-friendly way.

receive by choosing certain options or providing demographic
criteria like their location, which would allow them to receive
geographically-targeted content when available.

In the MarketingSherpa case study “B2B Marketing: How an
accounting solutions firm uses a daily digest newsletter with
industry content to build trust with audience,” Div Bhansali, Vice
President of Marketing, AccountantsWorld, described how the
newsletter evolved to the modern incarnation used today —
one that allows the company to maximize its marketing value.

Mixed in with this content, there are also typically three to four
ads used to promote AccountantsWorld, its products or content
and even other companies. One of the changes made over
time was the placement and sizing of the advertising, which will
continue to be tested in the future.

“I think informing continues to be really important. While
accountants have a lot of different choices in where they can
get their relevant industry information, the fact that 90,000
people continue to subscribe to our newsletter and open it
periodically speaks to the fact that this is a source that they
trust,” he said. The newsletter establishes and maintains that
trust through a focus on news stories that are not self-serving,
not focusing on AccountantsWorld at all.
STEP

1

Place branding carefully among
compelling content

AccountantsWorld uses a variety of tools and resources to
compile an interesting assortment of newsletter content,
which is put together every weekday by a product manager
using a content management tool to find top topical stories
from the web. In addition, the company also has a partnership
with Forbes and with some other industry publications to use
and link to those partners’ content. Subscribers also have
the ability to personalize some of the newsletter content they
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“We have a 728 x 90 banner on the top,” said Bhansali. “We
tested taking that out and giving ourselves more branding space
up on the top. It didn’t work well; we weren’t making up those
impressions and clicks elsewhere,” he said. That top banner
ad continues to perform well, and they also have a 468 x 60
banner about a third of the way down the email. Recently, the
ads have had a heavier focus on content marketing, with banner
placements going towards promoting free webinars and ebooks.
STEP

2

Provide a clear funnel path

Naturally, the main goal of the newsletter — and the content
marketing strategy in general — is to steer the audience down
the path of consuming other content geared toward conversion
and engagement. A common ideal path for a customer,
Bhansali said, is someone who has been reading the newsletter
for a while to see a banner ad for an ebook, with a title like
“Three Ways to Grow Your Practice without Adding Additional
Staff” or “How to Build a Profitable Payroll Practice” that would
be appealing and download it.
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Most ebooks are seven to 10 pages and easily digestible, he
said. On the last page of the ebook, there is a follow-up call-toaction, which will typically be a webinar or landing page to learn
more about AccountantsWorld products. Webinars are typically
50% conceptual and informational and 50% demonstrating how
AccountantsWorld solutions will solve problems. “You attend [a
webinar], and you’re interested in having a sales conversation.
At that point … our sales team contacts you, and that leads to a
trial of one or more of our solutions,” he said.

Daily Newsletter

“Over a third of our new sales are people who have clicked
on at least one of our banner ads in our newsletter before
they ended up buying. So, the newsletter ends up being an
important step, whether it’s for an ebook or webinar or directly
for a product,” he said.
Customers who don’t express an interest in a product right
away are steered into a sequence of nurturing emails offering
opportunities to try out other forms of content or at least follow
the brand on one of its social media channels.

TACTIC #8

Bolster and support organic
content with paid options
Ideally, you can generate buzz for your campaign or product
through word-of-mouth and other organic means. But be on
the lookout for ways to complement that momentum with paid
content tactics.
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In the MarketingSherpa case study “Inbound Marketing: How
PoliticalBank used paid and grassroots content efforts to grow
web traffic 400%,” the team at PoliticalBank described how
they used a carefully balanced combination of free and paid
content tactics.
PoliticalBank is a free campaign website platform that lets
candidates and voters interact. Needless to say, this past
election season was a very busy time for them. But while
much of the country’s attention was drawn to the presidential
campaign, PoliticalBank focused on local candidates and those
at other levels of the election hierarchy. Those candidates may
be operating on a shoestring budget, and PoliticalBank provides
a no-cost platform for the candidate to raise money, weigh in
on issues, create issues, recruit volunteers, share information
about themselves and post photos while also connecting with
voters who also care about these issues.

STEP

1

Strategically outline paid social media

PoliticalBank maintains Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIn social
media profiles to build awareness and drive sign-ups. There
is a certain grassroots element to the site — where it grows
organically through candidates sharing their own site with their
social network or voters sharing a candidate’s profile.
However, the organic growth uses a push from a paid aspect,
where PoliticalBank targets those influencers who are seeking
office, engaged in politics or otherwise care about political issues.
A cornerstone of the marketing strategy has been to
communicate the benefits of PoliticalBank to candidates and
attract them to the platform through methods like targeted
ads on Facebook and Twitter. These ads reach out to politically
passionate voters by location, and even ideology, by targeting
those who have political interests.

A PoliticalBank profile is as easy to create as a Facebook profile,
but many would-be users are intimidated by the prospect
of a task they fear will be complicated or time-consuming.
PoliticalBank needed an effective way to educate prospective
users about the convenience and benefits the service offers.

The team also utilized a Google Adwords campaign aimed at
candidates based on relevant keywords they were searching for
like “free campaign website” and “I want to run for office.” Over
200 keywords and phrases were tried.

Scott M. Carr, COO, PoliticalBank, has a background in
managing political campaigns, and he drew upon that
experience to develop a model of outreach that relied upon a
grassroots approach — one that is augmented by paid tactics
when needed.

Once you get the candidates who came in through paid ads
through the door, they grow your audience for you by simply
running their campaign — voters come to the website to
investigate, as do other political officials. “I think, ultimately, our
goal is [that] any candidate who files to run for office in America
will get at least one or two contacts to join,” Carr said.
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STEP

2

Engage users with compelling content

By offering relevant, interesting content, both written through
the blog and sourced from news outlets, the team is able

Parody House of
Cards Profile

to reach those interested or involved in politics and make
connections between them and influencers in the space. In
doing so, the brand becomes an influencer in its own right.
PoliticalBank’s blog is called “The Bank Teller” and is a
substantial part of the marketing strategy, with the content
contributing to social media and email. With the tagline “Guides,
Tips News and Success Stories from Today’s Political Universe,”
the objective is to create content that fulfills that promise and
engages readers.
In the spirit of a little fun, last April Fool’s Day, a piece of content
claimed that famous fictional politician Frank Underwood from
Netflix show House of Cards had created a PoliticalBank profile.
The blog is also utilized as a portal for sponsored content. Part
of sustaining the PoliticalBank business model is that political
stakeholders who want to get their message out to candidates
and voters can do so.
It is important that the content is clearly marked, Carr said,
and in a space where political action committees, for-profit
organizations or other stakeholders can share information
throughout the network of candidates and voters.
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TACTIC #9

Adapt B2C strategies
to appeal to a business
audience
B2B companies can often best serve their customers by providing
a simple and streamlined process in which their busy customers
can get what they need quickly and easily. That was the goal that
BookPal aimed to achieve during a recent overhaul of its website.
BookPal, a B2B ecommerce firm specializing in bulk book sale,
was expanding to serve a broader customer base and wanted to
make it hassle-free for a company or school system to buy books
in bulk through a very easy-to-use website experience.
In the MarketingSherpa case study “B2B Marketing: Customerfocused site design for book ecommerce drives order volume
up 211% in three years,” Tony DiCostanzo, President, BookPal,
explains how they accomplished that objective.
DiCostanzo said the key was to identify efficient B2C tactics that
they could borrow and adapt to serve their business clients.
STEP

1

Establish customer personas

Customer personas are a mainstay of B2C marketing strategies,
and the BookPal team was savvy enough to appreciate their
value in this project. After conducting a website audit to review
what the existing website technology provided and where
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the shortcomings were, the company realized that its mission
boiled down to thinking about the B2B website experience from
the standpoint of the customer.
“We put ourselves in the mind of a leadership training and
development contact at a large corporation, a teacher, a school
system, and started to walk through the site experience from
their eyes to determine how to make that process as easy as
possible and as valuable, in terms of making that purchase
decision,” DiCostanzo said.
Building out and establishing customer personas started
out with an analysis of the thousands of orders that BookPal
received in the year and a half prior to look at who its main
customers were. That led to building out who BookPal
customers were, based on “a factual decision process rather
than a gut reaction,” DiCostanzo said. “We obviously had some
level of knowledge about who our customers were as far as
having interacted with them on a day-in-and-day-out basis,
but we wanted to be able to quantify the percentage of the
business that each segment and persona represented.”
STEP

2

Integrate B2C elements into the B2B
experience

Armed with a portfolio of personas, the BookPal team then
continued to brainstorm ways that they could adapt B2C tactics
to serve their clients. Specifically, they wanted to incorporate
elements that would feel familiar and comfortable to those
accustomed to a traditional online retail shopping experience.
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“We looked at what [the] experience was like for that person
when they shop … Nordstrom, at Pottery Barn and other
retailers in the consumer space so that, ultimately, the decisions
we made on our own site from a design and functionality
standpoint would be very familiar to them when they approach
our store, having tremendous experience shopping at other
retailers,” DiCostanzo said.
Social media also played a critical role in this effort. BookPal
has a blog, Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Pinterest and recently
even began using Snapchat to see if it could potentially be an
appealing platform for customers. “We do play in that social
media space, I think, more predominately than other B2B
retailers,” he said. Ultimately, he added, bringing in any new
social media platform (or any inbound piece) will come down to
engagement and “our ability to deliver content that resonates
with the audience.”

Customer Stories
Pinterest Page

Going forward, DiCostanzo believes BookPal will have greater
integration of social media and the actual storefront. “We’re
going to keep some conscious processes in mind to integrate
those very social platforms with the actual product pages and
category pages so that that social element is pulled in more
predominantly, rather than them being completely separate
experiences,” he said.
For those who are new customers or who land on the site
through AdWords or organic search, he said, BookPal wants
to be able to, “right away, give them that robust experience
and let them know what sites they can go to for that social
engagement. I think … having just a button in the footer isn’t
sufficient for that.”

© Copyright 2017 MarketingSherpa
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One social media element that may be brought in is customer
stories, which currently reside on the Pinterest page. This board
showcases “a collection of stories on how our clients use the
books they have purchased from us, he said. “We can highlight
the story in sort of a summary form and link it over to the
Pinterest page so they’re actually engaging in both platforms.”
Typically, BookPal has two different customer searches coming
in. For example, based on analytics data, teachers or education
professionals are aware of the specific title they need and want
to get to it as quickly as possible.
The other customer is browsing and looking for ideas. Features
that will appeal to this customer are informational content
and product comparison. “One of the things that’s unique for
BookPal’s site, which is interesting because it seems to be fairly
common in other industries, is product comparison. So being
that they’re B2B customers and they’re considering, let’s say,
100 or 500 copies of a book, product comparison is something
that other booksellers never integrated; whereas, we did as a
test,” DiCostanzo said.
The use case, he added, is that, occasionally, there are multiple
versions of the same book — abridged and unabridged versions
or versions with different introductions. By having the product
comparison feature available, customers can look at different
versions of a book side-by-side and determine which one best
suits their need.

© Copyright 2017 MarketingSherpa
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TACTIC #10

Tap your in-house sources
of expertise
Curating content from external sources is an appealing option
because it is efficient, easy, and it offers a way to provide
content with limited resources. However, investing the time and
effort to augment that material with original content authored
by internal subject matter experts can pay off.
United Capital, a private financial life management company,
recently rebranded its weekly newsletter and wanted to use
content developed in-house to strengthen its focus on the
prospect journey.
In the MarketingSherpa case study “Email Marketing: How
integrating original blog content spurred a 145% engagement
increase in rebranded weekly newsletter,” Christina Martin,
Vice President, Digital Marketing, United Capital, explains that
the company drew upon extensive research to gain insights into
what its clients and prospects were interested in and what they
wanted to learn.
Martin and her digital team send out a weekly email newsletter to
both prospects and clients called FinLife Digest, which previously
used a third-party content curation service. They realized they
could strengthen the content in this newsletter by pulling from
original content they were already creating for the company blog.
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“We expanded the scope of [the newsletter] to include not
just curated content but [also] the original content that United
Capital writes as part of our content marketing strategy,” she
said. “So it’s a mix of both original and curated content, which is
something a little bit different than what most people are doing
for their customer or prospect email.”

To pull together subject matter experts (SME), Martin and
her team assembled a cross-functional and content-steering
committee of multiple disciplines within the organization.
“Companies like ours have subject matter experts all over the
place, but those people aren’t necessarily writers and their job
isn’t necessarily to write content,” she said.

The newsletter also supports and fuels the inbound marketing
strategy, Martin said. The team offers prospects numerous
pieces of “value-added content” in both gated and free settings.

Bringing in writers or content specialists — or identifying those
on your team with strengths in that area — will allow you to get
the best information from your SMEs and then package it in a
way that will appeal to your audience.

The digital team made it a priority to be able to adequately track
how the blog and email newsletter performed as touchpoints
within the prospect journey and also to use engagement of
specific activities by prospects to define them as marketing
qualified leads.

“We talk about the marketing campaigns that are coming up
and brainstorm on content that would support the marketing
campaigns or the overall editorial charter, and then identify
SMEs and have the SMEs work with writers,” Martin said.

Related resources
The MarketingSherpa library has 9,920 case studies, charts, videos, how-tos, and blog posts filled with tactics and data to help power
your customer-first marketing. Here are a few related to B2B Inbound Marketing that we thought you might find helpful.
 Get a free MarketingSherpa newsletter subscription and receive the latest case studies and data about inbound marketing
and B2B marketing along with updates and promotions.
 Inbound Marketing 2016: How marketers connected with millennials and built trust in the marketplace
 How a B2B Tech Company generated 650% ROI with a Retro-Cool direct mail campaign
 Inbound Marketing: Family-owned business competes with industry leaders through Vine campaign
 Inbound Marketing: Construction software company doubles submission goals in bracket contest for customer projects
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Get free resources from MarketingSherpa
to help build your campaigns and career
MarketingSherpa, wholly owned by MECLABS Institute, is a firm specializing in reporting on what works in all aspects of marketing.
Praised by The Economist, Harvard Business School’s Working Knowledge forum and Entrepreneur.com, MarketingSherpa is
recognized throughout the marketing industry for offering practical, results-based marketing information, researched and written
by a staff of in-house reporters.
How top performing marketers can use MarketingSherpa resources:
•

Best Practices and Instruction: 1,000+ brand-side marketer case studies, 800+ how-to articles and 3,500+ creative
samples in our library. Read all these articles at marketingsherpa.com/library.

•

Newsletters: 100,000+ marketers receive weekly newsletters featuring our latest case studies on a range of topics,
including email, search, web optimization, social media, lead generation, mobile and content marketing. Sign up to receive
the latest marketing discoveries at marketingsherpa.com/newsletters.

•

MarketingSherpa Summit: A vendor-neutral marketing event with expert featured speakers and brand-side marketers,
one-on-one coaching clinics, industry roundtables and peer networking. Learn more at marketingsherpa.com/summit.

•

Training: Live and on-demand, hands-on training session providing practical and proven solutions from MECLABS, the
institute that powers MarketingSherpa. Learn more at meclabs.com/education.
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